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VUSHRM Members at
Hope's Cookies after the
Spring Happy Hour.

Time Flies When You're Working In HR
It is hard to believe that we have officially completed the
Spring semester! It feels like just yesterday that classes
kicked off with an in-person (after 2 years of virtual!)
orientation. With summer around the corner, we hope that
all of our VUSHRM members have some time off to enjoy the
sun and to spend time with family and friends. To our
graduating members - CONGRATULATIONS! Graduation is a
huge accomplishment that deserves to be celebrated.
Maybe we will see you back on an HRD Alumni Panel one
day!
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Signing off for the summer,
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HR Tea Podcast Is BACK!
Season 4 of the HR Tea Podcast Is back! For this season, faculty
member Dr. Larry Cozzens will be hosting. All episodes will have a focus
on work and life post-pandemic - with some fun stories and twists
sprinkled throughout! The trailer will be out soon, so keep an eye out
for that with the rest of the episodes to follow. All HR Tea seasons can
be found on our website, villanovahrd.com, on Google Podcasts, or on
Apple Podcasts.

Extras!
VUSHRM Shop Is OPEN!
All the merchandise on the VUSHRM Shop will help to support VUSHRM
programming and to keep membership free! These items are great to
buy for yourself, or as graduation gift! You can find the shop online at
the link on our website, villanovahrd.com/vushrm, then go to 'Support
VUSHRM

HRD faculty member, Larry Cozzens, sporting his HRD Alumni
sweatshirt at the Villanova Men's Basketball send-off!

Follow us on social media!

@villanovahrd
@vu_shrm
@villanovahrtea

@villanovahrd
@VU_SHRM

Villanova HRD Network
Villanova HRD
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Spring Happy Hour
To close out the semester, VUSHRM hosted a spring happy hour
event at Gullfity's Restaurant, where our members came to chat
about how their years went over some delicious food and drinks!

In Case You
Missed It

Previous
recordings of
VUSRHM events
can be found at
villanovahrd.com/
vushrmevents

VUSHRM Members at Gullifty's Restaurant during the Spring Happy Hour.
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